The Kolmogorov equation associated to a stochastic 2D Euler equations with transport type noise and random initial conditions is studied by a direct approach, based on Fourier analysis, Galerkin approximation and Wiener chaos methods. The method allows us to generalize previous results and to understand the role of the regularity of the noise, in relation to a limiting value of roughness.
Introduction
Stochastic 2D Euler equations with transport type noise and random Gaussian initial conditions seem to us a rich subject for theoretical investigations and, with due idealization, a potentially interesting model for stationary inverse cascade turbulence. The topic was initiated by S. Albeverio and collaborators in a series of works and since then it received much attention; see for instance [4, 3, 1] , the review [2] and references in [13] . The case with transport noise is more recent; we have initiated its investigation in [13] , where we have constructed solutions to the stochastic 2D Euler equations and have proved that their laws satisfy a certain Fokker-Planck equation and suitable gradient estimates. The present paper complements [13] with an entirely different approach: we study directly the associated Kolmogorov equation and prove existence and some regularity of solutions. The techniques are very different, based in [13] on point vortex approximation, here on Fourier analysis, Galerkin approximation and Wiener chaos methods. This approach allows us to extend the results of [13] and to prove a special property of the limit case γ = 2, see below. We would like to mention that Kolmogorov equations in infinite dimensional spaces have been widely studied in the past, see e.g. [15, 12, 9, 5, 17, 18, 6] ; however, the equation treated in this paper is not covered by those ones, and it requires some special techniques.
Consider the vorticity formulation of the 2D stochastic Euler equation on T 2 = R 2 /Z 2 :
where
is a family of independent standard Brownian motions, and where FC P is the space of cylinder functionals on H −1− (T 2 ) (see (1.8) below). Here, for s ∈ R, we denote by H s (T 2 ) the usual Sobolev spaces on T 2 and H −1− (T 2 ) = ∩ s>0 H −1−s (T 2 ). Recall the Biot-Savart law:
K(x − y) ω(dy), (1.4) where the Biot-Savart kernel K has the expression Note that for all p ∈ [1, 2), K ∈ L p (T 2 , dx), thus by [14, p. 217, Theorem 3.5.7] , the above series converge to K in L p (T 2 , dx). Let µ be the law of the white noise on T 2 , which is also called the enstrophy measure and supported by H −1− (T 2 ). In the recent paper [13] , we proved that if γ > 2 in (1.2), then for any ρ 0 ∈ C b H −1− (T 2 ), R + with ρ 0 dµ = 1, the equation (1.1) admits a white noise solution which is a stochastic process taking values in H −1− (T 2 ), and the distribution at any time t ∈ [0, T ] has a density ρ t w.r.t. to µ. Moreover, ρ t satisfies the forward Kolmogorov equation (or Fokker-Planck equation)
∂ t ρ t = L * ρ t , ρ| t=0 = ρ 0 (1.6) associated to the operator L in (1.3), and the following gradient estimate holds:
The method in [13] is based on the idea that the enstrophy measure µ can be approximated by point vortices when the number of points goes to infinity. The purpose of the current work is to solve the forward Kolmogorov equation (1.6) , by using the method of Galerkin approximation. We can prove the same results as in [13] for the case γ > 2 (see Theorem 1.1 below), provided that ρ 0 ∈ L 2 H −1− (T 2 ), µ instead of ρ 0 ∈ C b H −1− (T 2 ) . However, when γ = 2, it turns out that any weak limit of the Galerkin approximation is trivial. We remark that, since σ k · ∇ω (∀ k ∈ Z 2 0 ) and u(ω) · ∇ω can be viewed as divergence free fields w.r.t. the white noise measure µ on H −1− (T 2 ), the operators L and L * differ from each other only by a sign of the drift parts. Therefore the approach of this paper works also for the backward Kolmogorov equation with little change. In order to state precisely our main results, we introduce some notations.
First, we use ·, · to denote the dual pairing between the space C ∞ (T 2 ) ′ of distributions and the test functions C ∞ (T 2 ). Let {e k : k ∈ Z 2 0 } be the usual orthonormal basis of L 2 (T 2 , R) consisting of zero-average functions: e k (x) = √ 2 cos(2πk · x), k ∈ Z 2 + , sin(2πk · x), k ∈ Z 2 − .
(1.7)
By Λ ⋐ Z 2 0 we mean that Λ is a finite subset of Z 2 0 , and R Λ is the (#Λ)-dimensional Euclidean space. We introduce the family of cylindrical functions on H −1− : 8) where C ∞ P R Λ is the collection of smooth functions on R Λ having polynomial growth together with all the derivatives. To simplify notations, we shall write
where ∂ j f = ∂ ξ j f is the partial derivative.
We regard σ k · ∇ω as a distribution which is understood as follows: for any φ ∈ C ∞ (T 2 ),
since σ k is smooth and divergence free on T 2 . Then for any cylindrical function
Note that σ k · ∇ω, DF is also a cylindrical function. 1 It can be shown that div µ (σ k · ∇ω) = 0 in the distributional sense (see [13, Lemma 4.5] ), i.e., for any cylindrical function F ,
The meaning of the drift part u(ω) · ∇ω, DF in (1.3) is more delicate, and the reader is referred to Section 5 of this paper (see also [7] ). Given G ∈ L 2 (H −1− , µ), we say that σ k · ∇ω, DG exists in the distributional sense if there exists some ϕ ∈ L 2 (H −1− , µ) such that, for any cylindrical function F , it holds
In this case we shall write σ k · ∇ω, DG = ϕ. We can give a similar definition when G is time-dependent.
Using the method of Galerkin approximation (see Section 2), we can prove
1 This is the reason why we require that, in the definition of cylindrical functions,
(ii) the gradient estimate holds:
(1.10) 
Since the r.h.s. is integrable on [0, T ], we conclude that t → ρ t F dµ is absolutely continuous. In particular, taking F ≡ 1, we obtain ρ t dµ = ρ 0 dµ for all t ∈ [0, T ].
The case γ = 2 is quite tricky and we are unable to show that the limit satisfies some equation. Indeed, by Proposition 3.5 below, for any nonconstant cylindrical function F ,
if and only if γ > 2 in (1.2). This result suggests that, when γ = 2, the diffusion part of LF (ω) in (1.3) might be divergent. We can prove this claim by decomposing the partial sum of the diffusion part into two terms: the first one is convergent in any L p (H −1− , µ), while the second one explodes at a logarithmic rate (see Proposition 4.2). Based on this decomposition, for a slightly modified approximation scheme (see (4.1) for details), we can show that the projections of the limit ρ t on any nonconstant Hermite polynomials vanish. Theorem 1.3. Assume γ = 2. Then any limit points of the modified Galerkin approximation is trivial, i.e., for all t ∈ (0, T ], ρ t = ρ 0 dµ a.e.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we make some preparations concerning the Galerkin approximation for the equations (1.1) and (1.6), and recall some basic facts of the Hermite polynomials on H −1− (T 2 ). Based on these results, we prove the three assertions of Theorem 1.1 in Section 3. Theorem 1.3 will be proved in Section 4, thanks to a decomposition of the approximation operator. In the appendices, we show the convergence of the Galerkin approximation for the nonlinear part in (1.3), as well as the convergence of one part in the decomposition of the approximation operator, which is similar to a renormalization argument.
2 Some preparations
0 be a finite subset. We denote by
where ·, · is the inner product of L 2 (T 2 , dx). H Λ is isomorphic to the Euclidean space R Λ , and Π Λ can be extended to the whole H −1− (T 2 ):
in which ·, · is now the duality between distributions and smooth functions. Let Λ N = {k ∈ Z 2 0 : |k 1 | ∨ |k 2 | ≤ N } for some N ∈ N, we simply write H N = H Λ N and Π N = Π Λ N . Using these notations, we can rewrite the cylindrical functions (1.8) as
Although we work in the framework of real-valued functions, it is sometimes easier to do computations by using the complex basis below:
, the space of square integrable functions with zero average. The following identities are very useful:
where * means the convolution. Moreover, we have the well known relations below:
thus it is not difficult to show that the projection Π N = Π Λ N can also be written as
Now we project the drift term u(ω) · ∇ω in (1.1) as follows:
where u(Π N ω) is obtained by replacing ω in (1.4) with Π N ω. We shall consider b N as a vector field on H N whose generic element is denoted by ξ = k∈Λ N ξ kẽk . Thus
Analogously, we define the projection of the diffusion coefficient σ k · ∇ω in (1.1):
In order to compute the expression of b N and G k N , we need the simple fact
where K is the Biot-Savart kernel. Indeed, let 
Recall that for ξ = k∈Λ N ξ kẽk ∈ H N , one has ξ k = ξ −k for all k ∈ Λ N . First, by the Biot-Savart law (1.4) and (2.7),
Combining the above two identities yields
It is easy to check that u(ξ) · ∇ξ (x) is real-valued. Moreover,
10)
We turn to the diffusion coefficients G k N . By (1.2) and (2.4), we have, for k ∈ Z 2 + ,
(2.14)
From the above two equalities we see that G k N (ξ) is linear in ξ. Before concluding this part, we introduce the finite dimensional approximation L N of the operator L given in (1.3): 15) where ∇ N is the gradient operator on H N , and the inner product ·, · H N is induced from L 2 (T 2 , dx).
The stochastic flow on H
0 be a family of independent standard Brownian motions defined on some filtered probability space Θ, F, (F t ) t≥0 , P . We consider the following SDE on H N :
Note that the generator of ω N t is the formal adjoint operator of L N defined in (2.15) (since b N is divergence free, cf. Proposition 2.4 below). All the results in this section remain valid if we replace b N by −b N in the equation (2.16). Here we consider this form for the sake of application in the next subsection.
Since the vector fields b N and G k N are smooth (see their expressions (2.10) and (2.13)), the equation (2.16) has a unique strong solution up to some life time ζ. We will show that the solution is non-explosive. To this end, we first prove Lemma 2.1. It holds that
Proof. By (2.8), u(ξ) is a smooth divergence free vector field on T 2 . We have
where the last step is due to integration by parts. This implies b N (ξ), ξ H N = 0. Similarly we obtain the second assertion since σ k is divergence free.
The next result shows that the trajectories of ω N t stay on the sphere centered at the origin. Lemma 2.2. A.s., for all t > 0, ω
Let R > 0 be fixed; define the stopping time τ R = inf t > 0 : ω N t H N > R . The Itô formula and Lemma 2.1 lead to
Therefore, for any t > 0 and R > 0.
Letting R → ∞ yields that, for any t > 0,
Since ω N t has continuous trajectories, we obtain the desired assertion. of diffeomorphisms which preserve the norm of H N .
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, for any ξ ∈ H N , (2.16) has a unique strong solution ω N t which stays on the sphere {η ∈ H N : |η| H N = |ξ| H N }. We denote it by Φ N t (ξ). For any n ∈ N, we take b
where B n (H N ) is the ball in H N with radius n and centered at the origin. Consider the SDE
It is well known that the above equation generates a stochastic flow of diffeomorphisms Φ (n) t on H N . That is, there exists a measurable set Θ n ⊂ Θ of probability 1, such that for all θ ∈ Θ n , Φ (n) t (·, θ) is a diffeomorphism on H N for all t > 0. We denote by Θ ∞ = ∩ n≥1 Θ n which is again a full measure set.
By the pathwise uniqueness of (2.16), for all ξ ∈ B n (H N ), and for all m > n,
Therefore, we redefine the stochastic flow Φ N t as follows: for all θ ∈ Θ ∞ and n ≥ 1, (2.20) , this definition is consistent and it gives us the desired flow of diffeomorphisms.
Recall that µ is the enstrophy measure which is supported by
N the induced standard Gaussian measure on H N . Proposition 2.4. A.s., for all t > 0, the standard Gaussian measure µ N is invariant under the stochastic flow Φ N t of diffeomorphisms on H N . Proof. By [10, (2. 2)] (with a truncation argument as in (2.18)), it is sufficient to show that
where div µ N is the divergence operator on H N w.r.t. the Gaussian measure µ N . Note that
where div N is the ordinary divergence operator on H N . By Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to prove that div N (b N )(ξ) = 0 for all ξ ∈ H N . The latter is obvious from the expression (2.11) of (b N (ξ)) j , which does not contain ξ j . Similarly, we have div µ N G k N (ξ) = 0.
Forward Kolmogorov equation on H N
We consider the Kolmogorov equation on H N :
where L * N is the formal adjoint operator of that defined in (2.15), and it is the generator associated to the SDE (2.16). Recall that C ∞ P (H N ) is the collection of smooth functions having polynomial growth together with all the derivatives. We have the following simple result. with the probabilistic representation ρ
Proof. For any n ≥ 1, consider the cut-off functions as in (2.18). Moreover, let ρ
and consider the equation
It is well known that this equation has a smooth solution ρ
. Recall the solution
t (ξ) to the cut-off equation (2.19) . By the Itô formula, it is easy to show that
, which is independent on m. Therefore, by (2.24), the function
Since n is arbitrary, we conclude the result.
We shall establish some estimates on the solution ρ N t by using the above representation formula and the equation (2.22).
where the last step follows from the fact that Φ N t preserves the Gaussian measure µ N . Next, by (2.22), we have
Using the expression (2.15) and integrating by parts yield
Therefore, integrating from 0 to t gives us (2.25).
Hermite polynomials on
In this part we give a short introduction of the Hermite polynomials on H −1− (T 2 ), see the recent book [16, Chap. 5] for more details. Recall the one dimensional Hermite polynomials h n (t), n ≥ 0 which is characterized by
Here ν 1 is the standard normal distribution on R. h n has the expression
and it holds that h n (t) = th n−1 (t) − h ′ n−1 (t). It is well known that Hermite polynomials are eigenfunctions of the one dimensional OrnsteinUhlenbeck operator:
Indeed,
Now we shall construct Hermite polynomials on H −1− (T 2 ). Introduce the notations
Define the index set by N = n ∈ (N ∪ {0})
For n ∈ N , there are only finitely many nonzero coordinates. Define
Since h 0 ≡ 1, this is indeed a finite product and H n ∈ FC P . Note that FC P is dense in
Finally, we recall that the n-th Wiener chaos is defined as
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1 and consists of two parts. In Section 3.1, we prove the first two claims of Theorem 1.1. The last assertion is proved in Section 3.2.
Existence of limit points and basic properties
Let ρ N t be the solution to (2.22) with the initial condition ρ N 0 . Then the energy identity (2.25) holds. By a slight abuse of notations, we shall write
Combining these facts with (2.25) yields that
For k ∈ Z 2 0 with |k| > N , we set σ k · ∇(Π N ω), Dρ N s ≡ 0. Combining (3.1) and (3.3), we have proved
(2) the family
As a consequence, we obtain the following result which proves the first two assertions of Theorem 1.1.
0 , σ k · ∇ω, Dρ t exists in the distributional sense;
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, there exists a subsequence {N i } i∈N such that
Fix some k ∈ Z 2 0 , we assume that β j ≡ 0 for all j = k and β k = β k • Π Λ for some Λ ⋐ Z 2 0 . Then the above limit reduces to
For N i big enough, we have by (3.2) and (2.21) that
where the last step is due to (a). Combining this limit with (3.5) yields
By the arbitrariness of α ∈ C([0, T ]) and β k ∈ FC P , we see that, in the distributional sense,
We obtain the assertion (i). The second assertion follows from (3.1), (3.3) and the fact (b).
Lemma 3.3. Let k ∈ Z 2 0 and G ∈ FC P be fixed. For all N big enough,
Proof. Assume G = g • Π Λ for some finite set Λ ⋐ Z 2 . Note that
for all large N . Hence
The case γ > 2
Our purpose is to prove the assertion (iii) of Theorem 1.1. Before proceeding further, we need some technical preparations. For k, l ∈ Z 2 0 , set
We shall omit the parameter γ in C k,l (γ) to save space.
As a result, for any k, l ∈ Z 2 0 ,
Moreover,
Therefore,
It remains to prove the last result. Denoting by
The transformation k → k ⊥ is 1-1 on the set {k ∈ Z 2 0 : |k| ≤ N }, and preserves the norm | · |. As a result,
Combining the above two equalities, we obtain
Now we can prove the next result which characterizes the integrability of directional derivatives for cylindrical functionals. Proof. Assume that F is of the form F = f • Π Λ for some Λ ⋐ Z 2 and f ∈ C ∞ (H Λ ). By Lemma 3.4,
which implies
Assume k, l ∈ Z 2 + ; we have −l ∈ Z 2 − and
Similarly, we can get the expression of e k e −l for k ∈ Z 2 − or l ∈ Z 2 − . Since Λ is fixed and l ∈ Λ, we see that ±k ± l / ∈ Λ when |k| is big enough, which implies that (∂ m f )(Π Λ ω) and ω, e k e −l are independent as r.v.s on H −1− . Hence, by (3.9), for all k ∈ Z 2 0 with |k| big enough,
Note that ω, e k e −l ω, e k e −m dµ = Since C −k,l = −C k,l and e 2 k + e 2 −k ≡ 2, we have
Therefore, by (3.8) ,
Substituting this result into (3.10) leads to
The definition of a N immediately implies the desired assertion.
Finally we can prove in the case γ > 2 the existence of equations to the forward Kolmogorov equation (1.6). The proof relies on the convergence result of the drift part proved in Section 5, see Theorem 5.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.1(iii). Fix a test functional F ∈ FC P which can also be considered as a function on H N for all N such that Λ N ⊃ Λ. Let α ∈ C 1 ([0, T ]) with α(T ) = 0. Multiplying both sides of (2.22) by αF and integrating by parts on [0, T ] × H N yields 0 = α(0)
Changing N to N i obtained in the proof of Theorem 3.2, this is equivalent to 0 = α(0) F ρ
(3.12)
We want to show that all the terms on the r.h.s. converge to the corresponding ones. The assertion (a) in the proof of Theorem 3.2 enables us to let i → ∞ in the first two terms. For the third one involving the drift part, we have
Under our assumption on F , we deduce from Theorem 5.4 that I
. Still by Theorem 5.4, we have u(ω) · ∇ω, DF ∈ L 2 (H −1− , µ), hence the second term also converges to 0 as i → ∞, thanks to (a) in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Therefore, we obtain the convergence of the third integral in (3.12).
Finally, we deal with the last integral in (3.12). Fix any n ∈ N, we denote by
where Λ c n = Z 2 \ Λ n . Since n is fixed and k ∈ Λ n , Lemma 3.3 implies that, for all i big enough,
Therefore, 
By the equality at the end of the proof of Proposition 3.5,
Following the proof of Proposition 3.5, one can show that
which vanishes as n → ∞. Summarizing these arguments we conclude that the last term in (3.12) also converges to the corresponding quantity.
The case γ = 2
Now we turn to prove Theorem 1.3 for which we need some preparations. We find that there is a small technical problem which prevents us from applying directly the approximation arguments in Section 2.3 and those results in Theorem 3.2. The reason is that we are unable to prove a decomposition formula, similar to that in Proposition 4.2, for the diffusion part of (2.15). Therefore, we slightly modify the approximating operator L N defined in (2.15) as follows:
: |k| ≤ N/3 . The idea for this modification will be clear in view of the beginning of the proof of Theorem 1.3 given below. Indeed, we can replace 1/3 in the definition of Γ N by any constant θ ∈ (0, 1/2).
Assume the condition (3.1). We consider the new finite dimensional Kolmogorov equations 
Recall also the definition of C k,l in (3.7) and keep in mind that γ = 2. For a cylindrical function
3)
where we write
Proof. Note that DF (ω) = l∈Λ (∂ l f )(Π Λ ω)e l = l∈Λ f l (ω)e l ; therefore, by Lemma 3.4,
Furthermore,
As a result, 
Substituting these facts into (4.4) and summing over k yield the desired result.
We shall rewrite L 0 N F (ω) as the sum of two parts, in which one part is convergent while the other is in general divergent. 5) where
Proposition 4.2. It holds that
Moreover, for any l, m ∈ Z 2 0 , the quantity
is a Cauchy sequence in L p (H −1− , µ) for any p > 1.
Proof. Here we only prove the equality (4.5). The proof of the second assertion involves lots of detailed computations and is postponed to the appendix. We have
Analogous to (3.8), we have
Next, note that C −k,l = −C k,l and e 2 k + e 2 −k ≡ 2 for all k ∈ Z 2 0 , we have
Hence,
Combining this equality with (4.3) and (4.7) leads to the desired identity (4.5).
Applying Proposition 4.2 to Hermite polynomials yields
Proposition 4.3. For any fixed n ∈ N , we have the decomposition
where the sequence
. In view of the decomposition in (4.5), it is natural to set
is integrable of any order p > 1. Combining this with the last assertion of Proposition 4.2 yields the convergence property of I N .
To obtain the second part of the decomposition, we note that, for any l ∈ Λ,
This immediately gives us the desired result.
Finally we can present
Proof of Theorem 1.3. As mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, we can construct a sequence of functions ρ N , which solve (4.2) and contain a subsequence ρ N i converging weakly-
We shall prove the projections of ρ on nontrivial Hermite polynomials vanish. Let F = H n for some n ∈ N and α ∈ C 1 ([0, T ], R) with α(T ) = 0. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1, we still have (3.12), with the only difference of summing over k ∈ Γ N i . We integrate by parts the last integral in (3.12) and obtain
For the given n ∈ N , let Λ = {l ∈ Z 2 0 : n l ≥ 1}. In this case, we say that
We see that σ k · ∇ω, DH n is H Λ 2N i /3 -measurable. In the same way, we have
By Proposition 4.3, we can rewrite (4.9) as 0 = α(0) H n ρ
(4.10)
Repeating the arguments in the proof Theorem 1.1(iii), we see that all the integrals in the first line of (4.10) are convergent to the corresponding terms. Moreover, since I N i converges in L 2 (H −1− , µ), the first integral in the second line is also convergent. One the other hand, the weak- * convergence of ρ N i implies
Since b N i tends to infinity, the limit above must be 0. By the arbitrariness of α we deduce that, for any n ∈ N with n = 0, it holds ρ s H n dµ = 0 for a.e. s ∈ (0, T ).
This shows that ρ s is constant for a.e. s ∈ (0, T ).
In order to show that the constant is the same for different s, replacing H n in (4.9) by F ≡ 1 leads to 0 = α(0) ρ
Letting i → ∞ and using the weak- * convergence of ρ N i , we get
This implies that 
where the second equality is due to (2.6). It follows from (2.5) that ω N is a real-valued smooth function on T 2 . According to the Biot-Savart law,
which is a real, smooth divergence free vector field on T 2 . For any φ ∈ C ∞ (T 2 ), by integration by parts,
Using the property K(x − y) = −K(y − x), the above equality can be rewritten as
Denoting by
we obtain
Here ω N ⊗ ω N is a smooth function on T 2 × T 2 with the expression
Proof. Denote by
Note that ω M,N (x, y) is real-valued. Now
We have, by (5.4),
hence, denoting by E µ the expectation w.r.t. µ on H −1− ,
By Isserlis-Wick theorem,
Accordingly, the r.h.s. of (5.5) is divided into three terms J 1 , J 2 and J 3 . First, J 1 involves those terms such that
Moreover, by (5.3) and (5.6),
Therefore, we arrive at
Next, recall that J 2 corresponds to the case k = −i and l = −j in (5.5). Therefore,
In the same way, since f is symmetric,
Combining the above computations with (5.5) and (5.8), we obtain
This is equivalent to 
Proof. The case 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 follows from Lemma 5.1. Assume p > 2 in the sequel. Note that
We observe that the quantity I N − E µ I N belongs to the second Wiener chaos for any N ≥ 1. Therefore, applying [19, Theorem I.22 ] with m = 2 yields
This gives us the desired result.
We need one more preparation.
Lemma 5.3. For any fixed l ∈ Z 2 0 , one has
where e l is defined in (1.7).
Proof. By (5.1) and Lemma 3.4, we have
The identity (5.7) leads to
Assume l ∈ Z 2 + , then −l ∈ Z 2 − , hence by (2.4) and (2.7),
as l = 0 ∈ Z 2 0 . Similarly, this integral vanishes when l ∈ Z 2 − . In the same way,
Thus we obtain the desired result.
Now we can prove the main results of this part.
Proof. We have, by (5.2),
where in the last step we used Cauchy's inequality and the fact that ∂ ξ l g has polynomial growth for any l ∈ Λ. Applying Proposition 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 yields the desired assertion.
6 Appendix: proof of the second assertion of Proposition 4.2
Recall the definition of R l,m (N ) in (4.6). Since l, m ∈ Λ is fixed, we shall simply write it as R N . Hence we consider
Note that, for all N ≥ 1, R N belongs to the direct sum of the first two Wiener chaos, thus by [19, Theorem I.22] , it suffices to prove R N converges in L 2 (H −1− , µ).
Case 1: l = m
We have, for 0 < N < M ,
By Isserlis-Wick theorem, E µ ω, e k e l ω, e k e m ω, e k ′ e l ω, e k ′ e m = E µ ω, e k e l ω, e k e m E µ ω, e k ′ e l ω, e k ′ e m + E µ ω, e k e l ω, e k ′ e l E µ ω, e k e m ω, e k ′ e m + E µ ω, e k e l ω, e k ′ e m E µ ω, e k e m ω, e k ′ e l .
Accordingly, we can write
We have
Note that E µ ω, e k e l ω, e k e m = T 2 e 2 k e l e m dx.
We deduce from (3.11) and the fact l = m that
The quantity S 2
By Cauchy's inequality,
We only consider the sum
Intuitively, this quantity tends to 0 as M > N → ∞ due to the fact that the integral T 2 e k e k ′ e 2 l dx = 0 imposes a constraint on k and k ′ , e.g. k = k ′ or 2l = k + k ′ . Such constraint reduces the degree of freedom of k and k ′ , and implies
Below we present a more rigorous proof. Assume l ∈ Z 2 + for simplicity. Note that
Note that k + k ′ ∈ Z 2 + while k − k ′ may belong to either Z 2 + or Z 2 − , even vanishes. Hence Recall that |k|, |k ′ | > N , thus at most one of the norms |k + k ′ | and |k − k ′ | is less than N . Since l ∈ Z 2 + is fixed and N ≫ 1, we conclude that at most one of the two quantities δ 2l,k+k ′ and δ 2l,±(k−k ′ ) is nonzero. To summarize, we have obtained as all the cross products vanish. If k, k ′ ∈ Z 2 − , then e k e k ′ = 2 sin(2πk · x) sin(2πk ′ · x) = − cos(2π(k + k ′ ) · x) + cos(2π(k − k ′ ) · x).
Thus we have
T 2
e k e k ′ cos(4πl · x) dx = 1 2 − δ 2l,−(k+k ′ ) + δ 2l,±(k−k ′ ) .
Combining this with (6.5) leads to
e k e k ′ e 2 l dx = δ k,k ′ + 1 2 − δ 2l,−(k+k ′ ) + δ 2l,±(k−k ′ ) .
As a result, If k ∈ Z 2 + , k ′ ∈ Z 2 − , then e k e k ′ = 2 cos(2πk · x) sin(2πk
It is clear that e k e k ′ (1 + cos(4πl · x)) dx = 0.
Similar result holds if k ∈ Z 2 − and k ′ ∈ Z 2 + . Summarizing these arguments with (6.4), (6.6) and (6.7), we obtain
It is obvious that the terms involving δ k,k ′ tend to 0 as M > N → ∞. Regarding the convergence of the other terms, we take the one containing δ 2l,k+k ′ as an example. We have C k,l C k,m C k ′ ,l C k ′ ,m E µ ω, e k e l ω, e k ′ e m E µ ω, e k e m ω, e k ′ e l .
We have E µ ω, e k e l ω, e k ′ e m = E µ ω, e k e m ω, e k ′ e l = T 2 e k e l e k ′ e m dx.
Similar to the arguments in Section 6.1.2, the fact that the integral T 2 e k e l e k ′ e m dx = 0 implies that k and k ′ are related to each other by some linear constraints, which in turn yield that S 3 tends to 0 as M > N → ∞. We omit the details here.
Combining this with (6.2), (6.3) and (6.8) leads to
Therefore, R N defined in (6.1) is a Cauchy sequence in L 2 (µ) in the case l = m.
Case 2: l = m
In this case, we have
k,l ω, e k e l 2 − 1 .
We have E µ ( ω, e k e l 2 − 1)( ω, e k ′ e l 2 − 1) = E µ ω, e k e l 2 ω, e k ′ e l 2 − E µ ω, e k e l 2 − E µ ω, e k ′ e l 2 + 1. Next we deal with the first term in the second line of (6.10). By the Isserlis-Wick theorem, E µ ω, e k e l 2 ω, e k ′ e l 2 = E µ ω, e k e l 2 E µ ω, e k ′ e l 2 + 2 E µ [ ω, e k e l ω, e k ′ e l ] 2 . (6.14)
We have, using (6.11) , Combining (6.12)-(6.15) with (6.9) and (6.10), we obtain
Note that the r.h.s. is two times of J M,N defined in (6.4). Thus, using the results in Section 6.1.2, we conclude that
which tends to 0 as N, M → ∞.
